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Chapter 658 Glory companion 

Almost four years later-- within Robin's Soul Domain 

 

"Yes, like this.. you almost did it.. come on..." Evergreen's voice was low but clearly audible. 

 

"..." Robin's silver avatar was sitting cross-legged with both hands raised, his features looking annoyed 

by Evergreen's nearby voice but he didn't say anything. 

 

But Evergreen did not remain silent, but rather her voice became louder, so she began to look up and hit 

the ground with her feet, "Here we go... Here we go... The last refining step is almost complete!!" 

 

"If you close your mouth, I will do it faster!!" Robin had had enough so he opened his eyes and shouted, 

"Your refinement has already reached 100% and all that remains is the process of connecting with my 

soul domain. Now shut up and let me focus!" 

 

"Hmph, if you had listened to me and gone to absorb the primal soul of one of the other Tree Fathers, 

you would have become stronger and would have finished the refinement much faster!" Evergreen 

turned and kicked Robin sitting next to her 

 

The war on the planet Greenland became much easier after the human Martial Emperors gained the 

ability to use their power and even more after the mercenaries from the Orphan Blood planet came one 

after another. The rest of the Tree Fathers and the leaders of the human tribes were killed and the tree 

father Tafina surrendered. 

 

Whenever the human Martial Emperors were about to kill a tree father, she would warn Robin to stop 

them and he would go do it and absorb his soul force and primal soul, but every time he ignored her! 

 

"Tsk~ I won't take in another damn thing until I know what's going on in there!" Robin couldn't move 

because he had to complete his technique or he would get up and hit her on the head, so he just sighed 

and pointed with his eyes in a certain direction. 

 



In that direction, there was a tree so abnormally huge that the rest of the trees in the soul domain 

looked like grass next to it, and it kept growing! 

 

This is not the problem... The problem is that that huge tree is an exact copy of Hoffenheim!! 

 

This tree first appeared as a small plant when Robin absorbed the primal soul of Hoffenheim, but Robin 

ignored it since there were countless trees and other plants, that plant became a shrub, then a tree, and 

then slowly grew until it reached this height... even though he did not feel any danger from the tree, on 

the contrary, as it grows larger, he feels that his soul force increases, but he is still skeptical towards that 

thing! 

 

"Pfft, do you still think that he will rise from the dead and try to take over your soul domain? How funny 

you are, uncle." Evergreen grabbed her little belly and laughed loudly, "Didn't I tell you repeatedly that 

you have nothing to worry about? How exactly will he revive? Tree Father Hoffenheim's primal soul was 

destroyed and you successfully absorbed it, meaning he no longer exists." 

 

"Sorry, but I don't trust short devils like you," Robin replied firmly. Is this a joke? This mischievous little 

villain caused a two-hundred-thousand-year-long war because she *did not tell all the facts* to the Tree 

Fathers. What guarantee does he have that she won't do the same to him? 

 

"Well, I think you make sense, but I can't tell you everything while we're still strangers. This is taboo." 

Evergreen raised her small shoulders, "But that's okay, this lack of trust won't last long. After you 

become my owner, you'll feel if I'm telling the truth or hiding something, so I'm not worried that you 

won't believe me, hehe. After you finish the connection process, I will tell you everything about about 

that Hoffenheim copy." 

 

"Good, now be quiet, and let me continue in peace." Then he moved his eyeball to look at her, "If you 

keep bothering me, I'll stop the connecting process, understand? That damn thing is hard enough!" 

 

*Paa* Evergreen raised both hands and placed them over her mouth, then looked back at the 

picturesque scene above. 

 

It was a giant green sun. 

 



No... it was a giant green planet! 

 

Rather, it was an exact image of the planet Greenland?! Like that in the Planet Spirit Domain, but this 

one is different in that it is larger and radiates a warm life force 

 

Whatever it was, it was the only thing shining in a different color than the white and silver that 

dominated the place. 

 

After Robin finished refining the planet's spirit, he did not feel any change. Then Evergreen told him to 

return to his soul domain, and then he found this green sun hanging in the air. 

 

Then Evergreen gave him a new technique and told him that he now had to connect his primal soul to 

that sun and that it would not take him much time. This was a month ago. 

 

"..." Robin's eyebrows were twitching the whole time. Connecting something external to his primal soul 

was not that easy, but rather something abnormal and exhausting beyond description. He also now 

realized how dangerous a total connection with a planet's spirit was. 

 

If the planet's spirit was forcefully taken from him, it would be taken out alongside pieces of HIS primal 

soul... This would mean inevitable death! 

 

*Deep inhale* 

 

"Get it over already, you damned bastard!!" Robin shouted loudly when he felt like he was about to 

finish 

 

Then he lowered his hands to the ground and began to pant, "Haa... Haa..* 

 

*Rumble* *Rumble* 

 

Something strange began to happen everywhere around Robin... His soul domain began to expand at an 

insane speed. All the remaining white soul force in his domain began to slowly turn to silver in color. As 



for the green sun, it continued to rise until it reached a certain distance, and then its radiation increased 

in strength until it colored the sky of the world within Robin's soul Domain green! 

 

"This..." The embodiment of Robin's soul slowly stood up and looked at his hands. The fatigue that had 

covered him moments before had disappeared, and his limbs seemed... longer? 

 

Robin looked towards the pool of water next to him quickly and found that the childish appearance that 

was dominating his features had finally disappeared and was replaced by his appearance as a teenager, 

"Haha finally a tangible benefit from all this headache! I've gotten taller than you once more, look! 

Haha... Hmm, Evergreen?" 

 

When Robin turned around, he found Evergreen still looking up, still placing her hand over her small 

mouth... and her eyes full of tears. 

 

How can you not cry with joy? She had an owner before it entered the middle planetary belt. How many 

planetary spirits had been able to do something like this since time immemorial, out of billions of 

planets? Ten planets? twenty? This achievement alone is enough for her to be proud of, even after she 

is destroyed and returns to primal chaos! 

 

Only after a few minutes did Evergreen seem to remember something, so she hurried over and turned 

to Robin, then knelt on both feet, "Evergreen thanks the owner, and hopes to be of use to you on your 

path to glory." 

 


